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A rather belated Happy New Year 
to you all. How has 2015 been for you
so far? Mine started off with a bang -
quite literally! I managed to get some
tickets for the London Fireworks, and
was placed with a wonderful view of
the Houses of Parliament to the left
and a direct view of the London Eye. 

At midnight Big Ben struck out 
12 chimes and the firework display
kicked off. It was truly amazing and 
I especially liked a section all in red,
played to the British patriotic World
War One song by Ivor Novello, pub-
lished in 1914 ‘Keep the home fires
burning’. After the moving display of
poppies at the Tower of London, this
continued a fitting tribute. 

Then early in January, Peter and 
I travelled to Edinburgh for a friend’s
wedding. Lee and James tied the 
knot in traditional style with the 
groom resplendent in his kilt and the
beautiful bride, stunning in a white
jewelled dress. Her bridesmaids were
dressed in a vibrant royal blue, the
day was cold but crisp and the sun
shone making the scenery around
look even more beautiful. 

We arrived in Edinburgh very early
that day and caught the tram from the
airport to the city centre. This tram
service is very new and it was such a
pleasure to enjoy the views and arrive
hassle free. En route we actually hop-
ped off to do some shopping in an
out-of-town shopping centre where
we found a ‘Hotlight’ Krispy Kreme
store. There are apparently ten of
these around the country, but for 
us a ‘new experience’. They have a
doughnut theatre and you can watch
the production of the treats, it was
quite fascinating and the new diet 
resolution was truly broken that day! 

One little girl watching the produc-
tion took my eye, she was dressed in
a ‘Frozen’ outfit. We saw this film over
the holiday period for the first time.
Now I’m not sure where I’ve been over

the last year or so, but it was only
when I heard on the news that it was
the biggest grossing Disney film, that 
I began to take notice and was in-
trigued. I don’t have any grandchildren
or young children in my social circle
just now, so maybe that is why I was
in the dark, but those of you with
youngsters may be wondering how
this lack of awareness happened as
the merchandise is everywhere! I’m
sure many a party is held with children
wearing the dresses of Elsa and Anna! 

Yesterday we returned from the
frozen Lake District having spent a
week’s holiday there – the views are
truly magical in the winter with snow
on the mountain tops and mist on the
Lakes. Tomorrow I’m off to Plymouth
for the day to teach, so quite of lot of
travelling already and January is not
quite over yet! 

Looking on the Craft Creations
Facebook page it’s clear from the
photographs, that the Craft Club is
proving a great success and it looks
like fun is had by all. Of course not
everyone reading this magazine would
be able to reach Cheshunt in Herts,
but I was wondering if you belonged
to a Craft Club in your local area. I
know they are popular, and we would
love to hear from you if you attend
one, who runs it, how often you meet,
and if it’s well attended and what you
get up to. Let us have some photos
too if possible. 

Until the Spring emerges, take care.

Best wishes



Die-Cut Toppers
By The Craft Creations Team
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INTRODUCTION:

This beautiful collection of foil-edged toppers offer plenty
of scope for spring card making projects, and it’s worth
bearing in mind that the embellishments on the matching
découpage sheets will look just as good on your topper
cards too. All the sheets contain a selection of seven top-
pers in the sizes and shapes shown (and a small oval), as
well as two lovely long borders with foiled edges.

Spring Flowers: CDT566G
Card: SF04U-44 linen cream,
covered with mulberry paper
(M02A5) to soften the colour
and add texture.
Tumbling Roses:

CDT563G
Card: SF08U-30 smooth 
white, with a panel of pink
stripe paper (SR205P) and
pink ribbon (MTR33-10) taken
around the panel with a bow 
at the front.
Champagne & Roses:

CDT567G
Card: SF06U-30 smooth white.
A 70mm wide strip of red dotty
paper (SR217P) is placed to
one side with deco borders
(XL815U-01) at each side. 
A pretty mix of filled and out-
line hearts are used to fill the
space to the right. 

Vase of Pansies: CDT564G
Card: SF10U-30 smooth white. This topper makes a
beautifully simple sympathy card with just a double
ribbon border (MTR22-37 & MTR39-85), a black bow
(BOW31-09) and the wording (XL746U-01).
Champagne & Violas: CDT565G
Card: SF06U-30 smooth white. Matted onto white
and lilac paper (STD16PA5), the topper is placed to
the right this time. The butterflies (XL080U-01) are
also on lilac paper with dotty trails.
Open Book & Flowers: CDT562G
Card: SF06U-30 smooth white. The large square top-
per, with matching squares of pink and purple behind
covered with white mulberry paper and edged with
stickers. Note: This topper sheet has a mix of book
styles, rings (as shown), a cross, and just plain.



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
INTRODUCTION:

Quick and easy die-cut découpage sheets,
simply press out and layer. Use the layer hints
with each design to help make your cards
look really special.
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Open Book & Flowers: DCD606
Note: This design comes with three options on the open
book, the cross shown here, wedding rings or a plain page. 
Card: AP49U-30 smooth white, covered with pink/gold
stripe paper (CP311G). The ribbon (MTR12-01) goes 
around the card and through the aperture at each side. 
The discs are stuck onto glitter board (GB01A5), and the
wording (XL627U-01) is curved to follow the oval.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the leaves and flowers along the top
and right hand side of the book and shape them.
Layer 3: Cut between the left side of the book and flowers,
curving the flowers down. Cut between the petals of the 
left hand rose and shape them to look natural.
Layer 4: Lightly fold the pages along the crease and unfold
again. Glue along the fold and sticky fix the centre of the
page, curving the outer edges down. Cut between the outer
petals of the top left rose and shape them.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the bottom of the bookmark and glue 
the top. Cut between the outer petals of the rose and 
shape them. On the part-lily, sticky fix the two outer petals
and curve or glue the top of the centre. Tuck the left lily
petal under the leaves of the rose.

Champagne & Roses (foiled): DCG008
Note: This design comes with three useful options on the banner,
Happy Anniversary (shown), Valentine or blank for your own message.
Card: AP02U-19 burgundy, with linked borders and corners (ZL796U 
and ZL797U-41) along the edge. Red hearts (ZL800U-44) cover the 
corners with a larger one over the corner of the paper.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the envelope at the bottom left corner.
Layer 3a: Sticky fix piece 3a by the roses and glue at the glass.
Layer 3b: Sticky fix at the roses and glue by the glass.
Layer 3: Sticky fix the main part in place which will cover the glued
part of layers ‘a’ and ‘b’. Choose the wording banner you want to use
and sticky fix at the centre, curving the right side down and gluing at
the left. Do the same with the little tail of banner. Glue the envelope at
the bottom left corner.
Layer 4: Glue the ribbon, without pads, at the centre of the bow and 
on the curls that touch the bottle.

Vase Of Pansies: DCD608
Card: SF13U-99 kraft brown, with 45mm trimmed from the front panel.
The flowers (PPW104) are punched from the trimmed piece to leave
holes, these are cut into little squares and sticky fixed onto cream card,
with ‘MUM’ letters (ZL758U-41) inside. The side of the front panel 
is trimmed with ivory lace (LACE09-02), and wording (XL465U-01) is
added below the design. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix all the single flowers in place and glue at the stems.
Cut above and below the leaf on the right hand side, curving the flow-
ers down at the cuts.
Layer 3: Sticky fix the
part-flower by the cen-
tre, curving the petals
down a little. On the
large, top pansy, cut
between the left hand
purple and lilac petals,
curving the lilac down.
Cut between the petals
of both single flowers
and shape them.
Layer 4: Cut between
the petals and shape
the two part-flowers,
sticky fix by a petal 
and glue at the centre.
Layer 5: Cut and
shape the petals.



Cut between the egg and violet on the right,
curve the egg down and flower up at the cut.
Curve the leaf on the left edge down. Cut and
shape the petals of the two violets.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the trumpet at the top and
glue the lower edge down. Cut between the
petals and trumpet on the right hand flower
curving the petals down at the cuts and lifting
the trumpet a little.
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Tumbling Roses: DCD607
Card: SF13U-99 kraft brown. Layer 1 is matted onto azalea card
(STD35CA4). The green paper (SR257P) is torn rather than cut with a
pink/gold striped panel to the left and stitched borders (ZL827U-41) 
joining them. The lace (LACE03-01) border uses azalea card too. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the single roses and glue by the stems.
Layer 3: Work the single roses as for layer 2. Curve the single petals up
to give a nice shape and glue at just one part, without a sticky pad so the
petal just curls off the sheet a little. Cut between the lilac and pink rose at
the left and curve the lilac down.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the top single rose on the right and glue along the bot-
tom edge. Cut between the bud and rose on the left and raise the bud a
little. Cut and shape the outer petals of the bottom two single roses and
sticky fix.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the lilac flower centre and single pink rose in place,
gluing at the base. Cut the two pink roses from the white ones, cut and
shape the petals of
the pink ones, curve
down at the right side
and sticky fix in place.
Cut between the
petals of the white
flowers and shape.

Champagne & Violas: DCD609
Note: This is a much loved classic design. We have lost count of the
times we have been asked to die-cut it, so here it is, at last.
Card: SF13U-74 violet with 32mm trimmed from the open end and 
purple romance paper (SR314P) on the inside back panel. The front is
half covered with tartan paper (SR295P). The heart border (XL051U) 
is stuck onto acetate, then onto the edge of the card.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the 2 leaves by the pink flower and shape the
top one up a bit. Do the same to the 2 pairs of leaves top right. Curve
the sides of the glasses down and sticky fix at the centre only.
Layer 3: Sticky fix the single part-flower by the petal and curve or glue
the top. Cut along the top of the front glass, shape the sides of the
back glass down, and the right side of the front one down. Cut be-
tween the petals of the top left flower and shape them.
Layer 4: Curve the sides of the glass down and glue at the points. On
the single flower, cut between the petals and shape them. Cut between
the two lower flowers of the group of four, up to the centre flower, 
curve the right hand flower down at the cut.
Layer 5: Start with the bottom flower, cut each side of the centre petal
and curve the sides down. Sticky fix by the centre petal and glue at the
top. On the flower to the left of the one just worked, cut the petals as
for the previous one and between the last two petals, shape the petals
and sticky fix in the same way as before, glue by the little bit of overlap.
Treat the part-flower up to the left in the same way as the first flower.
Sticky fix the centre flower.
Layer 6: Cut, curve and glue the flower as for the previous layer.

Spring Flowers: DCD610
Note: This beautifully shaped spring flower bouquet comes without a background,
making it extremely versatile. Suitable for many spring occasions.
Card 1: SF06U-05 purple, with a cream frame (FM06U-44) sticky fixed in place,
with borders (XL815U-01), butterfly corners (XL817U-01) and an Easter greeting
(XL420U-15). 
Card 2: AP52G-GO-30 white/gold with
butterflies (ZL568U-81) stuck onto
pink/gold stripe paper.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the top primrose
and bud, then the bud and leaf and
shape them, curving the bud up and
the leaf down a little.
Layer 3: Cut between the petals of the
white daffodils and single primroses
and shape them. Curve the top of the
left egg to give a nice rounded shape.
Layer 4: Cut between the petals of the
primroses and violet on the left and
shape them nicely. Cut the two violets
on the left away from the main part 
and work on the main part first. 



Spring Stitches
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Card: REG02A4.

Tracing/Parchment Paper: TR003A5.

Stranded Cottons: Deep Grey, Light
Grey, Pale Blue, Dark Blue, Deep Pink,
Pale Pink, Green and White.

Colouring Pens: White, Pale Pink 
and Deep Pink.

Sakura Stardust Gel Pens: GEL703
Gold and GEL744 Silver.

Watercolour Paint or Pencils: Green and Blue.

White Acrylic Paint and a White Pencil.

Card Mount: SF01C-138 Pearl Fresh Pink.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Diagram 1 - Actual Size

Trace the dot pattern from diagram 1, include the
oval if you are going to use it. Lightly stick the tracing
onto a 120mm x 165mm white card panel and prick
through all the dots. Carefully cut the oval from 
the card (or leave as it is if using an aperture card
AP01U-16 pink). 

Use a light wash of blue
across the top part of
the oval, going to
just below the
halfway point. 

Paint out-
side the
pricked
holes only
as shown,
and leave 
little rough
bits of white
around the
outer edge 
of the oval. 

Paint the bottom
section in green in the
same way, then set the card
aside to dry.

These rabbits are stitched onto a card
offcut with a light watercolour wash for
the background and parchment accents.
If you find it difficult to cut a perfect oval,
you can use an aperture card instead.

Stitch the rabbits following diagram 2 on the next
page using one strand throughout. Fix the ends of
the thread to the back of the card as you go, using
small pieces of clear tape. 

Note: All the holes are used twice except for those
near the start or end of each section.

Begin with the dark grey sections outlining both 
the rabbits. You can start at any point or corner, I’ve
marked one point (1, 2, 3) and a corner as an exam-
ple on diagram 2. 

Work along the section bringing the needle up at 1
and down at 3, up at 2 and down at 4

and so on until you get to the
corner, or to the end if

you started at a cor-
ner. Fasten off and

begin again at
the next sec-

tion in the
same colour
until they
are all
worked. 

The close
up stitching
picture 

(diagram 3)
shows the nose

detail. Work the
top part in dark grey

as shown, finishing at
the hole marked ‘A’ at the

bottom of the curve (diagram 2).
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Diagram 2 - Enlarged To Show Details

Diagram 3

Diagram 4

Bring the thread through ‘B’ from the back and go
back down through ‘A’ to make that last stitch. Work
the lower part of the face later as you work the light
grey section.

Using the same method as before, stitch the eyes
in pale blue with dark blue centres, (diagram 3). 

Stitch the light grey chests and cheeks of both
rabbits in the same way as the dark grey sections,

starting at any point or
corner as before. 

Work the stitched
flowers from the centre
to any outer point, then
back to the centre and
to each outer point in
turn. Stitch the one
nearest the left rabbit 
in pale pink and the
other two in dark pink. 

Make three long
straight stitches in
green for the flower
stems, starting each
stitch from the dot be-
tween the rabbit’s paws
as shown (diagram 2).

Use white thread to
outline the tails with a
few zig-zag stitches as
shown (diagram 2). Add
rough dabs of white

Above: This design can be stitched onto a circle of
card with just one rabbit and the bunch of flowers to
fit a square card (SF06C-138), or use an aperture
card (AP52U-16) and mount it as before.

Actual Size

Enlarged

acrylic to the space inside the tail to
add texture and make it look a little
bit fluffy (diagram 4).

Stick the oval onto the centre of
the card, or stick the oblong panel
onto the back flap inside the aperture
card and stick the flap closed. 

Trace the flower (above right) onto tracing paper
five times using the white pencil, then prick around
the outer edge of the white lines (see below). 

Colour the petals 
on the front using your
preferred medium. Start
with pale pink at the
outer edge and blend 
in to deep pink as you
work towards the cen-
tre. Mine were done with
Marvy Le Plume pens.

Turn the flowers face
down and emboss the
white lines using a fine ball tool. Emboss the cen-
tre and petals lightly from the back. 

Use the silver glitter pen over the white lines to
outline the petals, then add a line around the centre
and the short lines on the petals. Use a gold glitter
pen to colour each flower centre. You may need to
give the centres a further coat or two of glitter to get
the desired look. 

Cut between the holes around the petals on each
flower to remove them from the backing then add
them around the oval as shown using a little silicone
glue or a sticky fixer under the centre of each.



Easter Treats
By Natalie East
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Die-Cut Découpage: DCD527 Feathered Friends.

Pearl Paper: CNT104PA5 Ivory, CNT114PA5 
Purple and CNT138PA5 Fresh Pink.

Creative Papers: SR192P White Dots/Pale Yellow
and SR135P Gingham Pale Green.

Creative Borders: CB045P Feathered Friends.

Gems: GEM68 3mm Pearl White.

Paper Punches: PPW101 22mm Daisy and
PPW506 15mm Daisy.

Card Blank: SF06U-99 Brown Kraft Card.

TO MAKE THE MAIN CARD:

EASTER CROSS:

GIFT BOXES:

sheet earlier) in place across the bottom of the frame
as shown (below). 

Cut a little tag from gold card and add the greeting
from the lettering stickers (XL564U-03). Tie ribbon
(MTR39-10) through the tag and sticky fix it onto the
card. Add the wording to the corner of the frame.

Cover the card (SF06U-44) with blue shaded paper
(SR116P). Stick narrow black borders (XL500U-03)
along the edges of the frame (FM06U-44) and sticky
fix it onto the centre of the card. 

Make a simple cross from kraft paper
(SR229P) cut into 1cm wide strips. Stick the
cross onto the background
inside the frame at the bot-
tom, and onto the frame at
the top.

Stick the grass/flowers strip
(saved from the découpage

My idea here is to make two very different design
styles, both using kraft brown card and ‘Feathered
Friends’ as the common theme between them. The
gift box and pillow pack work with either card.

Cut a strip of yellow dotty paper to 144mm x 40mm
and punch the long edges with a suitable border
punch, die-cutter etc., or just leave it plain. Stick the
strip 35mm from the base of the card and add an
Easter border onto it as shown.

Punch one flower in each size and colour from 
the pearl papers. Assemble the flowers, mixing and
matching the colours as shown then lift all the petals
gently to shape. Stick a pearl gem into the centre of
each flower then stick in place on the card.

Make up the découpage (leave out the front grass
piece to use on the Easter cross card) and matt onto
the green gingham paper, trimming to leave a 2mm
border. Mount this onto the card near to the fold.

Gift Box: The tag (TAG01C) and box (BOX02) are
decorated with leftover dot paper, kraft paper and
Easter borders. Tied with a bow made from ribbon
(MTR27-50). Perfect for small Easter treats or gifts.

Pillow Pack: With flowers to match the main card,
this pretty pillow pack (PIL01H-68) also uses offcuts
from the paper
and borders
along with
green ribbon
(MTR32-62).



Cupcake Birthday
By Donna Field
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Card: REG02A5.

Creative Duo Panels: CDD213S Blue.

Die-Cut Banners: 
CDS038G Happy Birthday Black/White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL823U-03 Uppercase Letters,
ZL793U-53 Dotty Borders, ZL800U-53 Hearts 
and ZL807U-43 Swirls.

3mm Gems: GEM67 Clear.

Red, Green and Black Felt Tipped Pens.

Corner Twist Card Mount: TW06D-DF-003 Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Twist the corner of the front panel and fold down,
use a sticky fixer on the back of the corner to stop it
twisting open. Stick a small blue duo panel to the
front of the folded corner placing it as shown. 

Trace the cupcake from the actual size photo
and transfer onto white card including lines for
the icing, strawberry and cake case. Colour the
cake with felt pens, then shade the icing and
cake case as shown using a soft pencil. 

Sticky fix the cake to the panel allowing
the top of the strawberry to overlap the top
edge of the front panel. Sticky fix a banner
across the cake case then add large and
small dots onto the shaped panel edges.

Decorate the card with peel-off stick-
ers and gems using the photo (above) 

to guide you.

The twist panel on the pink 
card (TW06D-LF-011) has

been folded to the back to
give a wider edge and a
small panel on the front. 

The edges of the card
are decorated with deckled
borders (ZL424U-53 & -82)
before the smaller cake and
crown are added. 

Decorate the crown and
panel with a mix of gems

(GEM57, GEM67 & GEM106)
and dotty borders (ZL793U-50).

Add the banner and
wording (XL775U-03 &
ZL758U-53) to
finish. Actual Size



Valentine Hearts
By Lottie Black
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: COL175CA4 Nero and REG02A4 White.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver and MIR06CA4 Red.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL796U-42 Linked Borders,
ZL797U-42 Linked Corners and ZL800U-42 & -44
Mixed Hearts.

Card Blank: SF06C-116 Centura Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATIONS:

widest and narrowest ones in red and the middle one
in silver, stick onto acetate and cut them out.

Place these hearts on the centre of the card (don’t
stick), in the positions shown. Add the sets of small
hearts and outline hearts around them into the cor-
ners of the black layer using the photo to guide you.

Now sticky fix the widest red heart in place at the
back, then the silver one, and lastly the narrow red
one adding a small silver heart on top as shown. 

Lightly stick a silver heart corner into each corner
of the card blank, about 3mm to 4mm in from the
edges. Run the borders between them, adjusting 
the positions if needed to get a nice fit where they
join, then press on firmly. 

Add a red heart from the main heart sheet over the
centre heart shape on each corner. 

Cut an 82mm square from black card. Stick this
black panel onto a square of silver mirri card cut 
to 88mm, then onto a 94mm square of white card.
Finally matt these onto a piece of red mirri card that
measures 100mm square.

Stick the stack of panels cen-
trally on the front of the card.

The three large hearts on the
sheet are about the same height,
but different widths. Choose the

Far left: This one uses a small
square card (SF07C-116) and 
has a 60mm square of black in the
centre. The silver and white layers
have borders of about 1mm wide
and the red mirri one has an 8mm
border with glitter dotty borders 
on top. The wording in the corner
of the card is XL718U-02.

Left: The shape of this card
(SF02C-116) allows for a square
design, with plenty of space below
for the greeting. The black panel 
in this case is 56mm square with 
a different arrangement of hearts.
The panels of silver, white and red,
increase by 3mm each time. The
dotty border (ZL793U-42) is out-
side the red panel this time.

These are quick and easy but so effective; perfect
for last minute Valentine’s Day cards. The glitter 
peel-off stickers look absolutely stunning against 
the black background.



Easter Chick
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR141P Gingham Yellow.

Kaskad Card: KA038CA5 Eider Vellum.

Colorset Card: COL151CA5 Sandstone.

Mirri Card: MIR01CA5 Gold.

Felt: FELT01 Yellow and FELT09 Orange.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL280U-01 Happy Easter 
and XL633U-01 Straight Borders.

Beads: BEA24 3mm Rainbow.

Card Blank: SF06V-67 Hemp Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut along the marked line on the egg and stick the
light half-shell behind the top part aligning the curved
edges. Stick the Easter greeting on the bottom half.

Glue the yellow felt pieces onto the card to stiffen
them and stitch the eyes in place going through 
the card as well. Position the wings onto the chick
and stick them in place. Sticky fix the bottom of the 
shell onto the chick. Fold the beak in half along the
dashed line and glue in place by the back half only.

Glue the half egg onto the card as shown, and
sticky fix the chick onto the centre of the panel. 

Actual Size

Tip if you have a Spellbinders
classic large oval die, you can
use the 2nd largest oval for the
chick and draw around the out-
side edge of the same oval for

the shell.

Cut a rectangle of gingham paper 134mm by
144mm and stick on the card blank leaving a 5mm
gap on each side. Stick gold lines over the joins 
between the paper and card. 

Cut a 110mm square of gold mirri card and a
100mm square of eider vellum. Matt them together
with the smaller square on top. Stick this panel 
centrally onto the background on the card.

Trace all the pieces from the diagram. Transfer the
whole egg (including the red cut line) onto sandstone
card. Transfer the chick, the half egg and the wing
(twice) onto eider vellum. 

Cut the chick and two wings from yellow felt, and
the beak from orange felt.



Fairground Fun
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

6”x 6” Paper Pack: PK720 XOXO.

Glitter Board: GB03A4 Black.

3mm Gems: GEM59 Silver, GEM61 Pale
Pink, GEM63 Green, GEM64 Pale Blue 
and GEM88 Red.

Peel Off Stickers: 
XL703U-03 Mixed Borders and 
XL815U-03 Deco Borders.

Card Mount: SL01U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CAROUSEL CARD:

Actual Size

Select a diagonal stripe paper from the pack, cut it
in half and stick one piece onto each end of the front
panel. Select a circle/diamond pattern paper and, on
two opposite side edges of the paper, trim around
the circles to leave a kind of scalloped edge.
Stick this onto the centre of the front panel. 

Trim the edges of all the papers to the card
then stick black deco borders around the
front panel keeping them about 1mm in
from edge.

Trace the
carousel from
the diagram,
transfer it to the
back of the black
glitter board,
then cut it out. 

Place (don’t stick)
the carousel onto the
front panel of the
card in the position
shown. Lightly
mark several
parts of the sil-
houette onto the
card as follows. 

First mark the
‘neck’ at the top
on the awning
where the bor-
ders meet, then

the outer corners of the awning where the borders
cross on their way to the edges of the card. Lastly,
mark the short wriggly lines showing the edge at the
bottom of the awning where the coloured gems will
be placed (see blue and red lines).

Remove the carousel from the card. Place three
narrow borders across each side at the top of the
card using the marks to guide you. Stick gems
where shown by the wriggly blue lines in a random

mix of colours, placing them in pairs where there
is space and singly where not. 

Rub out any
pencil lines that
may still show
then sticky fix the
carousel in place,
the gems should
show nicely be-
tween the poles.

Decorate the narrow
borders with evenly
spaced gems in 
a random mix of
colours to create

the lines of lights. 

In the paper
pack there is a sheet 

of mixed wording
banners, I chose
‘Hugs & Kisses’.
Cut the banner out
and sticky fix it onto
the card as shown. 

These fabulous glitter silhouettes and
sparkly gems are a really simple way of
bringing the razzle-dazzle of the fairground
into your card making.
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TO MAKE THE SWING CHAIR CARD:

Actual Size

This version uses a square card (SF06C-110 Pearl
Snow White) and a selection of 2mm and 3mm gems.

Cover the card with diagonal stripe paper, making
sure the stripes go across the card, from top left to
bottom right (the same direction as the chains from
the swing chairs; note that the diagram is reversed). 

Trim the edges of the paper to the card then stick
black deco borders around the front panel keeping
them about 1mm in from the edge as before.

Trace the people, chairs and main body of the ride
from the diagram below, ignore the grey sections for
this card. Transfer to the back of the glitter board
then cut them all out.

Place the main body piece onto the card and 
lightly mark the shaped edges onto the front panel,
before removing it again.

Take narrow black borders from the top of the
background, to each of the first five ‘peaks’ at the 
top of the canopy using the photo to guide you.

Add the chains for the swing chairs, you can do this by eye, 
or use a piece of tracing paper to mark the lower point of each
chain and the point where they cross the main piece. Turn this
over and transfer the marks to your card, then place the chains. 

Sticky fix the main piece, chairs and figures onto the card.
Add 3mm gems in random colours around the shaped edge of
the main piece, stopping at the last chain as you work around. 

Add 2mm pale blue gems (GEM54) to about half of the chains
at different heights as shown. Stick
2mm gems (GEM54 Pale
Blue, GEM57 Clear and
GEM85 Red) along the top
narrow borders to make
strings of lights.

Cut out the ‘Celebrate’ banner and
sticky fix in place. Then add the peel-off
lettering (XL809U-03) to finish.

The inner detail on this ride (see photo
below) uses a small piece of silver glitter
board (GB02A5). Trace the inner lines as
well as the outer and cut those sections
out from the black piece. Cut a piece of
silver glitter board to fit behind the cut-out
sections and stick it on the back.

Cover the card and add the outer bor-
ders as for the previous card. Use sticky
fixers on the left straight edge, and the
right side of the upright only, but not on
the whole curved part, stick that down flat. 

I’ve used straight borders (XL500U-03)
for the chains, bringing them across the
canopy, and 2mm gems throughout.



Exploding Box Card
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Turn the piece over and add a single dotty border
along the centre of the ribbon on three of the ‘arms’.
On the last arm, stick a dotty line above and below
the ribbon then tie a bow from a spare piece of rib-
bon and stick it onto the front (see photo above).

Make piece ‘B’ using the pink/blue flower card. 
Cut a large square in the overall size shown, then cut
away a 40mm square from each corner. Crease along
the score lines with the patterned side out. 

Decorate the ‘arms’ on both sides as shown, see
the small ‘arrowed’ image for the back. Choose a
piece of stripe card that has blue and white stripes 
to stick the two dotty borders onto. Make sure the
corner stickers line up on the back and front and add
a pink gem to the ‘white side’ sticker corners.

Make ‘C’ in the same way from turquoise card, cut-
ting away 40mm corners for this piece also. Crease
with the coloured side in this time. 

Wrap pink ribbon around and cover the join on the
white side as shown, except for one ‘arm’ which can

be tied in a knot on the front. Add
the dotty border on the turquoise

side on each arm. 

For the centrepiece (see left),
fold a piece of blue ribbon to

make two loops and stick
onto the centre of ‘C’ along with

one white and two pink flower
heads. Tuck two dotty border

strips between them, over the
ribbon then add some curls cut 

from the daisy swags to the base.

Creative Card: CRC284P Pink/Blue Dots,
CRC288P Pink, CRC289P Turquoise, 
CRC283P Pink/Blue Flowers and 
CRC285P Blue/Green Stripes. 

Foiled Banner: CDS115G White/Silver Birthday.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL810U-02 Daisy Corners,
XL811U-02 Daisy Swags, XL827U-02 Stitch 
Borders and ZL793U-42 Dotty Borders.

Flowers: BUD03-01 White & -05 Pink x 2.

Ribbon: MTR22-40 Bel Satin Pale Blue and
MTR45-10 Prego Rose.

Gems: GEM61 Bling Bling 3mm Pink.

Exploding box cards are great fun and really pretty. This
one is fairly simple with only three layers. When the lid 
is taken off, the sides of the box pop out, exposing the
gorgeous decorated layers within - quite irresistible.

Make the box layers from the printed card. The
overall size of each piece is given on the diagrams
(which are not actual size). Mark the pieces on the
white side, and rub out any marks left after cutting.

Start with ‘A’ using the pink/blue spots card, this
will be the outside of the box. Measure out and mark
a square in the overall size given. Mark a 60mm
square inside each corner of this square, then cut the
small squares away to leave the cross shape. Score
across each ‘arm’ where they join the base. Crease
along the score lines with the patterned side out. 

Take a piece of blue ribbon around each arm about
14mm from the fold line, sticking the ends on the
white side. Decorate the white side of the ‘arms’ as
shown on the diagram, start with pink card pieces,
which will cover the ends of the ribbon, then add the

stripe card and dotty border. 

Choose a daisy swag 
from around the edge

of the sticker sheet,
cut in half removing
the little circle
that joins the

two flow-
ers. Stick

one piece 
onto each side of the 

pink panel as shown. 
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Stick this pair, by the sticky edge, over a corner on the
lid and use a clear glue dot somewhere around the middle
to raise the top up. Do the same for the other corner then
tie a pink bow and stick it in place as shown.

Stick all 3 box layers (A, B & C) together by the centre
bases only, with the largest at the bottom and the smallest
on top, making sure all the layers are perfectly straight and
centred on each other.

Fold the sides of the box up and
hold them in place while you slip 
the lid on.

Gem

Cut a 102mm
square from turquoise
card for the lid. Mark
a 70mm square in the
middle, and score,
going right to the edge where shown by the dotted lines. Cut along
the short lines (shown red) to make the tabs, then fold along all the
dotted lines. Stick the tabs inside at each corner to make the lid.

Decorate the lid using the photos to guide you. Stick the birth-
day banner onto pink card then cut around and mount diagonally
across the middle of the lid, adding a pink gem where shown. 

Stick daisy corners onto two diagonally opposite corners of the
lid. Trim about 4mm from the bottom (longest edge) of two more
daisy corners while they are still on the backing sheet then place
one of the trimmed ones and an untrimmed one back to back. 



Comic-Book Cards
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE POW! CARD:

Matt the three layers of the POW! together as
shown then use sticky fixers to stick the ‘POW!’ over
the explosion, starting with one layer on the ‘P’ and
ending with up to three layers on the ‘!’ so it really
comes away from the background as it goes across. 

Fold the card and trim 35mm from the bottom and
open edge so it’s 160mm square. You can leave it full
size, or trim less off if you like, but then the explosion
will not spread so far outside the card edges. Stick
the design onto the card, letting the spikes overlap 
all the edges, except along the bottom. 

Stick the peel-off wording onto coloured card then
cut the sides to make the asymmetric banners (no
neat rectangles). Matt onto black card and trim. 

Complete the message from the front of the card
on the insert using the same letter stickers, see my
examples below, or make up your own fun message.
I made my insert from solar paper to match the front
of the card (COL155PA4), then added a white panel
with a neat black border.

Bright, striking and very retro, these designs make
great birthday cards (or belated birthdays with the
right insert) for super hero fans. We made some
matching POW! cupcakes for our little super hero’s
fancy dress birthday party too.

Trace all the pieces from the diagram, including 
the black POW!, transfer onto the coloured card and
dotty paper as shown then cut them all out.

Draw a thick black line all around the edges of the
yellow explosion, and along one side of each shard
on the red explosion as shown. 

Stick the red explosion onto the dotty one, don’t
take the glue right to the end of the points, as this 
will give them a tiny bit of depth. Add the yellow
piece on top, sticking it by the middle only, then lift
the longer yellow points in turn and add a sticky fixer
behind each to lift them from the layers below. 

Colorset Card: COL159CA4 Bright Red,
COL155CA4 Solar and COL175CA4 Nero.

Creative Card: CRC221P White/Black Dots.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL604U-03 Letters 8mm.

Wide Tipped Black Pen.

Card Blank: SF13V-194 Pale Blue.
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Note: The thick black lines on the red

and yellow layers of the explosion will

be drawn on, so there is no need to

trace them separately.

Actual Size

Actual Size
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TO MAKE THE BOOM! CARD:

Actual Size

Actual Size

This design has a rippled explosion in no less than
four striking colours. Trace the five shapes from the
diagram (the black is drawn on), make up the bit on
each shape where it goes behind another layer as it
won’t show on the finished design.

Transfer onto coloured card and use any white 
card for the white layers, then go over the edges with
the black pen using the diagram to guide you. 
Stick them one over the other as shown to
make the full explosion.

Trace the letters and the black outlines of the let-
ters. Transfer onto yellow and black card then stick
each yellow letter onto its shadow.

Stick the explosion onto the card in the position
shown, leaving the red forked spike at the top free.
Sticky fix the letters onto the card, lifting the forked
point so it comes in front of the ‘M’.

Make the wording banners as before and stick
them in place. Finish with the insert of your choice.



New Home
By Christine Moses
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Stitched On: AF16SM01 16 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 55 x Depth 63.

Card Mount: AP31G-PL-SI White/Silver.

Stranded Cotton: See Chart Below.

3772 Brown 369 2601
3347 Green 266 1502
352 Coral 9 303
972 Gold 298 107
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Stitch the design following the chart, using two
strands for the cross stitch and one for the back-
stitch. If you prefer a square card, change the layout
of the wording, putting
‘Love and’ on the same
line, then the design will
fit an AP53U card, I’ve
used -23 deep green. 

STITCHING INFORMATION:

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA



Bunch Of Flowers
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

6” x 6” Paper Pack: PK724 Just For You.

Creative Die Cuts: CDX019P Just For You. 

Creative Foiled Toppers: CDT528G Just For You.

Creative Paper: SR256P Antique Red.

White Card: REG02A4 (any white card will do).

A Selection of Pretty Ribbons, Brads, Buttons
etc., and Shaped Edge Scissors.

Card Blank: SF06U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE MAIN CARD:

JUST FOR YOU:

When covering the card blanks with paper, always
leave a 2mm to 3mm edge of the card showing
around the paper.

Trim a 30mm strip from the open end of the front
panel, then cover what is left of the panel with pink &
gold stripe paper. Cut a 91mm x 114mm panel from
pink rose paper, matt onto antique red paper and cut
around to leave a 2mm border showing. Stick this
centrally onto the front panel.

Take a length of white organza ribbon (MTR48-00)
around the front panel placing it about 22mm from
the fold and fasten the ends on the back. 

Matt the foiled flower panel shown onto antique
red paper, then onto white card. Turn the matted

panel over and cover the back with pink rose paper
(leaving a 2mm border around the edge as usual). 

Stick the panel in place, central from top to bottom
and so the right hand end sits about 12mm from the
open end of the back panel when the card is closed.

Make a hole near the top and bottom of the flower
background panel and add a 10mm square pink brad
through each, opening the prongs out inside the card
(BRD114 is a mixed colour pack, it has some similar
pink brads, but they are smaller at 6mm). Stick the
oval ‘love’ die-cut in place as shown.

Open the card and cover the inside front panel 
with pink/gold stripe paper, covering the ends of the
brads and ribbon. Cover the inside back panel with
pink rose paper to finish.

You can create a large number of pretty floral
cards, using little more than this delicate paper pack,
some creative die-cuts and bits & pieces from your
workbox. I have added codes for the odds, but they
can easily be substituted with something you have.

This is a GF31U-44, linen cream card mount 
and the papers used are the peach colour set. The
only extra items used are 15mm black satin ribbon
(MTR22-85) and black card (CRE05CA5). Cut the
smaller front panel from the card (keep it to use later),
then trim the ‘crease’ from the open end of the card. 

Cover the large front panel with rose paper. Cut 
a 34mm wide strip of gold stripe paper and stick in
place 40mm from the fold. Cut a 17mm wide strip 
of black card and stick onto the front panel near the
fold line and on top of the rose paper. Open the card
and cover the inside front panel with stripe paper. 
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BIRTHDAY BASKET:

WITH LOVE/BIRTHDAY:

This one is made in a very similar way, but using
the pale orange set of papers. The main card is
SF06U-30, trim 50mm from the front panel. 

Matt the basket picture panel onto a small card
(SF07U-30), but with the fold to the right, so back-
wards to the usual way. 

Open the large card and stick the back panel of
small card onto the inside back panel, with the fold

This last one is a wallet (WS08V-44) with a card 
insert (SL03H-69). Trim 58mm from the notched end
then cut a new notch into the end that is left. On the
back panel, score a line 52mm from the end to make
a foldover flap then assemble the wallet.

Using the cream colours, cover both sides of the
small flap with stripe paper, add a strip of antique 
red across the bottom on the outside only. Cover 
the shorter, notched front panel with rose paper.

Take a 430mm length of ribbon (MTR14-70) around
the wallet (from top to bottom) and, checking it is not
twisted, tie in a bow below the flap as shown. Add
the with love banner onto the flap (over the ribbon) 
as shown. Turn the wallet over and cover the back
panel (over the ribbon too) with antique red paper.

Trim the card (SL03U) to 90mm x 150mm. Cover
the front panel using cream papers to match the 
wallet. Take a length of ribbon around the front panel
about 30mm from the open end, with the ends at 
the front. Stick the oval banner onto black card, cut
around as before and stick onto the card covering 

the ribbon ends.

On the inside back panel, place a 40mm wide strip
of antique red paper 2mm from the fold line, then
cover the rest of the panel with stripe paper. Add a
13mm wide strip of rose paper over the join between
the papers. Cut a 35mm wide strip of rose paper and
stick onto the same panel 16mm from the open end.

Cut a 200mm length, and a 125mm length of black
ribbon. Make a loop from the small piece, flatten the
loop and place it on the longer piece so the middle of
the flat loop is about 60mm from the left end. Take
a short piece of the same ribbon and wrap it over the
middle of the loop and the piece below. To keep the
‘wrap’ in place, stitch at the back using black thread. 

Matt a piece of antique red paper onto the cut 
off panel saved earlier. Place the ribbon over the
panel taking the ends to the back, and with the 
bow in the position shown stick the ends in place.
Cover the back of the panel with antique red paper,
then stick onto the card in the position shown.

Stick the circle ‘just for you’ banner onto black
card and cut around using decorative edged scis-
sors, then stick this piece over the ribbon as shown.
Make another disc in the same way from the smaller
banner with just a picture of a rose on it, and stick it
to the inside back panel, about in line with the top
one, so it shows when you open the card.

(on the small card) just 1mm in from the edge as
shown in the main photo.

With the small card opened out towards the right
(see below), cover the panel it is stuck onto with rose
paper, then cover the back of the small card with the
same paper. Close the small card, then fold the large
panel over it.

Cover the large front panel with gold stripe paper
then add a 50mm wide panel of rose paper, placing 
it on top and 8mm from the fold. Finish with a birth-

day disc on black card as 
before, stick it 
onto the front
panel by the left
half only so it 
overlaps the 
basket panel 
when the card 
is closed.



Lesley Ansell
Designer Profile
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I cross stitched small
animal pictures, did
some quilling, tea bag
folding and taught
myself to crochet. 

After learning such
a variety of crafts I
was able to make
things for the “Mum’s
Made It” stall at the
school’s Christmas
Fayres. (Mums would

make handmade items that the
children could buy at pocket

money prices). This has since
changed to the ‘present

room’, where children
can go to buy presents
for their parents, but
sadly there are no hand
made items any more. 

So, I started to have my
own stall selling painted flower-

pot pen holders, glass-painted
glasses as candle holders, novelty

art, and did card making with the children
for events such as Christmas, Easter,
Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. 

With time on my hands, I read
craft magazines and tried out 
different crafts. I painted flower
pots adding embellishments and
découpage. I tried glass-painting
old drinking glasses and dishes 
to make vases and candle holders. 

I have lived with my daugh-
ter in a small village on the
border of Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire for the past
30 years. 

When my daughter started
at the village school I became
a helping mum, teaching chil-
dren to knit as well as making
costumes and props for the
school plays. I occasionally
helped in the classroom with
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1998 as a classroom as-
sistant and dinner lady. I
became a school Gover-
nor and did this for eight
years, helping with PTA functions when
needed, and also ran an after school art
club for two years which restarted earlier
this year for reception children, year 1 and
year 2 children as well.

We have chalked alien pictures, made
3D abstract art models, painted with
acrylics on canvas and on wooden discs
(messy but fun). We have fabric painted

knitted lavender sachets, beaded Christmas decora-
tions and small cross stitched pictures.

In 1992 I became a Guider with two other mums,
one already a Guider, and we started a Rainbow unit.
Then when a Guider left the Brownie unit, already
being in uniform, I started to help out. 

I remember one meeting some years ago, before
Christmas; Brown Owl brought in découpage sheets
from Craft Creations with teddies, snowmen, reindeer
and Santas on them. I borrowed the magazines to
read. Needless to say I became hooked, I wrote off
for the catalogue and later became a subscriber, buy-
ing all the back copies I’d missed and putting in my
first order. Here my card making started with simple
cards for family and friends. 

I joined
the staff at
the village
school in
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simple cards, or more
elaborate cards 
incorporating
other products
with the dies you
have. When de-
signing a card I
usually have an
idea in mind and
know what die I’m
going to use. 

I make a rough sketch then jot down the card 
size, colours, card type and any other dies I think I

might use. The growing number of
embossing folders available

offer another way of adding
interest, texture and that

something extra to your
card design. With all this
in mind I usually die-cut
my main element, and
lay everything onto the

card size I’ve chosen, to
see if things work together,
then make any changes if
things are not working. 

At the moment I’m tend-
ing to favour monochromatic

colour schemes for my layering
dies, using different shades of 
the same colour, or combining a
vibrant shade with neutral white 
or black, and/or gold or silver mirri.
Just have fun creating.

bags, made découpage masks, sketched self-por-
traits, and generally had a great time. 

I continued to make cards for teachers birthdays
and Christmas, then around five years ago I made
Christmas cards for all 
the year 6 children and
recently cards for any
mums with new babies at
school. I also make and
sell my cards at the vil-
lage fête and village shop.

The style of card I make
has changed over the
years, my die-cutting 
machine and dies are 
now my favourite
form of card making. 

With so many dif-
ferent manufacturers
and styles of dies
around, than in my
earlier days of card
making, it’s now easy
to produce quick and



Wooden Heart
By Hazel Lee
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR252P Wood Veneer. 

Kaskad Paper: KA023PA5 Pink and KA013PA5
Pale Green.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL276U-02 Anniversary,
XL809U-02 Letters, XL403U-02 Numbers and
XL460U-02 Daisy Borders.

Sticky Backed Vinyl: PXL00U-02 Silver.

Ribbon Bow: BOW31-08 Pale Green.

Flexmarker Pen: FX0928 Sandstone.

Punches: PPW566 Leaf & PPW506 15mm Daisy.

Shaped Scissors: SCI18 Scallops.

Card Mount: SF03V-67 Hemp Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Many wedding anniversaries have names, just like
the ‘milestone’ anniversaries (silver, gold, pearl etc.)
that we are all familiar with. The fifth anniversary is
wood, and these designs use a wood effect paper to
portray this very nicely.

Cut a 95mm deep x 140mm wide panel of veneer
paper with the grain going horizontally. Mark a box
5mm in from all sides on the back, and carefully cut
out the centre to leave a frame. Cut a small oblong
12mm x 40mm from veneer for the wording panel. 

Trace the heart shape from the diagram and trans-
fer to veneer paper (or punch one if you have a large
heart punch, PPW906 is similar). 

Colour over the cut edges of all the veneer pieces,
including the inside edges of the frame, using a flex-

marker, felt tipped pen or similar, this hides the white
edges and gives the shapes a little extra definition. 

Draw around the heart onto the backing of the
sticky vinyl sheet, then use the scalloped scissors 
to cut out a heart about 5mm outside the line. 

Stick the veneer frame centrally onto the card 
front. Add the silver heart in the position shown, then
sticky fix the veneer heart on top. Sticky fix the small
veneer panel in place and add the lettering.

Punch 18 flowers from pink paper, pair them up
offsetting the petals and using a dab of glue in the
centre to keep each pair together. Choose the solid
daisy border from the mixed sheet, snip off individual
flowers and stick one to the centre of each daisy.

Punch six green leaves, then arrange the flowers
and leaves into a small bouquet as shown, stick the
flowers by the centres only so the petals lift up, and
sticky fix a couple of them in place to add depth.

Cut a 2mm wide strip of green paper and curl it
using your scissor blade. Cut to three short lengths
and stick in place to make stems for the bouquet,
then add a pale green bow on top.

Stick a number 5 to the bottom left as shown, then
add the wording and
heart stickers.

Left: This card
has a wooden
number 5 instead
of the heart, with
silver vinyl around
it. The flowers are
punched (PPW503)
in a slightly darker
pink, with curled cen-
tres (wound on a quilling
tool) on top of the middle
four punched flowers.



Roses For Mum
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Creative Hammer Card: CEM01A4 White.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Tracing Paper: TR002A5.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL664U-02 Heart Cor-
ners, XL632U-02 Narrow Borders, XL500U-
02 Straight Lines, XL399U-02 Roses, 
XL088U-02 Small Roses, XL465U-02 
Mother’s Day and ZL512U-52 Butterflies.

Dauber: DDU08 Petal Pink/Orchid.

Pro Markers: Pink and Green.

Foam Tape Roll: ADH38.

Card Mount: SF01U-45 Hammer White.
the dauber to colour it, giving a lovely shaded look.
Use the foam tape to stick this piece to the open end
of the inside back panel on the card, leaving an even
border on the three edges that are close to it.

Still working on the card blank, cover the front of
the three tabs (hammer side) with double sided tape
keeping clear of the score line, and leaving the back-
ing on. Fold them in towards the coloured side of the
panel and unfold again so they are not too stiff.

Cut a piece of acetate to 150mm x 203mm. With
the card folded flat, peel the backing from the tape
on the tabs and lay the acetate over the front panel,
aligning it carefully. Press firmly onto the tape to
stick, the tape will be covered up later. Now when

As all the lines are straight, use the measurements
on the diagram to mark and cut the card blank, see
the step-by-step instructions below. 

Do any pencil marking on the back of the panel
and use a knife and ruler to cut the lines.

1. Score the front panel of the card down the centre
(75mm from either side), see the dotted line. 

2. Trim 30mm from the open end (green line), the new
score line is now offset from the centre. 

3. Mark out the three 48mm ‘tabs’ from the panel to
the right of the new score line (blue lines) as follows.
Measure 17.5mm from one end and make a line 
from the score to the new open end of the panel
(45mm long). Measure 48mm further and mark again,
then 12mm more and mark. Do exactly the same
working from the other end of the panel. Cut along
the marked lines and across the score line to remove
the pieces between the ‘tabs’.

Open out the card with the smooth inside facing
up. Colour the inside back panel from the fold line to
just over half way towards the open end, then the in-
side front panel from the fold line to the new score
line, leaving the backs of the tabs white.

Cut a piece of white card to 75mm x 200mm. Place
it hammer side down and use the pale pink end of

The clear front of the card gives a tempt-
ing glimpse of the flowers beneath, while the
rose panels hide the ‘MUM’ lettering (made
from roses) until the card is opened up.
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you open the card, the acetate will swing up along
the fold line of the tabs, the bottom edge can be
tucked behind the step to make it stand up. 

With the card flat, cover the tabs again with double
sided tape, but on top of the acetate this time.

Cut six panels measuring 50mm x 90mm from
hammer card and put three aside for later. Stick one
each of the other three onto the tabs using the tape
that is already in place. Carefully align the bottom
edge of each panel on the tab, they will overlap by
1mm each side. Note: The top half of each panel is
not stuck, if you tape the top as well it will show on
the back and look a bit messy. 

When you decorate the ‘step’ with roses, you 
will need to position all the pieces really carefully so
when the card is flat, only the bits you want to show
are visible, the rest are hidden by the tabs. 

Refer to the flat photo on the previous page and
the actual size photo on the next page as you work. 
I have put ‘show’ or ‘hide’ in brackets in the instruc-
tions below to help with this. 

Stick the three large rose stickers along the edge
of the step (show). Add the small roses, spelling out
Mum (hide), cut off the leaves and flowers from extra
rose stems on the sheet to make the tops of the let-
ters and the bottom of the ‘U’. Add a few butterflies
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Actual Size+5mm +5mm

6. Keeping them folded, stick one onto the left half 
of the first sticker, aligning it perfectly and the other
onto the right. 

Still keeping the folded ones folded, turn the but-
terfly stack sticky side down and stick it to the top
right of the last upright panel (see main photo). Gen-
tly raise the top set of wings to make them stand out.

Stick a side view butterfly that is facing right onto
the first panel as shown. Curve the acetate back
slightly so you can add a left facing butterfly onto the
panel directly behind the top butterfly.

Above: If you want something a bit simpler, this
square design uses printed paper (SR043P) which 
is off-white with a pink edge, instead of ink daubing.
The white panel for the rose is cut from the same
printed sheet then turned over so the back is facing
out, with a square frame on top. Heart corners are
placed across two of the frame corners. The Mother’s
Day rose is coloured to match the main roses.

between them (show, except for the one above the
second ‘M’). Colour in the flowers and leaves.

Now place the three panels (saved earlier) upright
with the hammer side up, and colour them with the
pale end of the dauber. Keep the colour really light,
getting slightly darker around the centre line, see the
frames on the card photos. 

Cut the middle 30mm x 70mm out of each panel to
leave a frame with a 10mm border. Cut three pieces
of tracing paper to 40mm x 75mm. Stick one piece
centrally onto each of the panels on the card front,
then stick the frames on top.

Use the waste left from the large roses to make the
stencil roses to fit into the little panels. The best way
to do this is with a clear tape (like scotch tape, rather
than sellotape). Place the tape over the rose waste
and press firmly, lift one edge and check if the pieces
are coming with it, if not press and lift again a little 
at a time, you can help them along by sliding a knife
blade carefully under any stubborn pieces as you lift.
Make the stems from the prickly narrow border. 

If you find this difficult, try doing it the other way
around. Before sticking the tracing paper onto the
panel, fix it over one of the waste roses, then lift the
waste from another rose with the tip of a pricking tool
and place them on the tracing, using the one below
as a guide. Then stick these centrally onto the panels
and add the frames on top. Either way, use narrow
silver borders to edge the frames inside and out.

Add the wording sticker above the centre panel on
the acetate, using the one with the rose rather than
the daisy, and a heart corner sticker in each corner. 

4. Peel an open-winged but-
terfly from the sticker sheet
and place face down (sticky
side up) on a cutting mat.

5. From the sheet, fold two
more of the same style/size
butterflies in half with the
sticky sides out. 



Stardream Papercuts
By Debbie Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Card: STD37CA5 Jupiter Red and
STD31CA5 Onyx.

Stardream Paper: STD37PA5 Jupiter Red and
STD31PA5 Onyx.

3mm Bows: BOW31-05 Red & -09 Black.

Gems: GEM67 3mm Clear.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Actual Size

For the little ‘pixie’ dress card, cut the three sepa-
rate parts from red and onyx paper. Matt the onyx
layer onto the main
piece then add the
small red petal piece

on top.

I’ve used Stardream throughout for these designs
as it has the prettiest pearlescent finish, bringing the
dark/strong colours to life. If you use plain card, you
may find that sticky fixing the shapes works better to
lift them from the background.

Make the card blank by scoring and folding the A5
sheet of jupiter red stardream card in half, no cutting
is required. 

Trace the dog from the diagram and transfer
onto onyx paper. Stick him into the centre of 
the card as shown. 

Stick a red bow in place with one loop
going across the dog’s neck to make a
pretty collar, with the other loop point-
ing up as shown. Adjust if necessary
by gently tweaking one of the tails
to make sure the neck is covered. 

Finish the card with a
row of three gems across
the collar and a couple
more studded around him.

Stick the dress onto the
card at a nice angle and
use a black bow to neatly
cover the straight line
where the top piece joins
at the waist.

Add a clear gem to
each point along the bot-
tom of the skirt and one 
at the top of the bodice 
to finish.

Left: There is only space
to show one, but both de-
signs look just as sweet
with the folded card cut 
to 100mm square.



Love Cats
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR116P Purple/Green Gradient.

Black Card: CRE05CA5.

Sublime Glitter Sheet: SU01A5.

Faux Fur Wool: WOOLH1 Black and 
WOOLH6 Burgundy.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL593U-02 Tiny Stars, XL563U-
02 & -03 Uppercase Alphabet and XL564U-02 & 
-03 Lowercase Alphabet.

2mm Gems: GEM50 Silver.

Paper Punch: PPW004 52mm Circle.

Card Mount: DF01U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

The Faux Fur Wool is just gorgeous to handle, soft
and so stroke-able, I had a ball on my desk for ages,
all it needed was a couple of wobbly eyes and it
would be the perfect pet. It’s also fabulous to knit
with, so I thought I’d have a go at some tactile cards.

Cover the centre panel of the card with the gradi-
ent paper, placing the purple edge at the top.

Trace the cats from the diagram. With the card
open and face down (check the purple is still at the
top) transfer them to the left side of the centre panel,
about 50mm from the bottom edge. Carefully cut
them out to leave neat apertures.

The fur of the wool has a nap, it lays better in one
direction than the other, this is only important for the
tail so, before starting, unwind about 30cm 
of yarn and ‘stroke’ towards the end, if it 
lays nicely, that is ok to knit. However, if 
it lays smoother stroking away from the 
end of the yarn then either find the other
end of the ball and knit from there or wind
some off and knit from the other end. 

Also, if the pile of the yarn is a 
little crushed from where it has been
wound and not laying neatly, (I found
this happened after I rewound mine
into a ball, as it got messy), give it
a quick wash and stroke the fur
neatly in the direction you want 
it to go and leave to dry.

Use a pair of size 10 needles to
cast on 6 stitches, leaving the end at

least 10cm long to make the tail. Knit one row. In-
crease 1 stitch at the start of the next 2 rows (8
stitches). Measuring against the aperture, knit until
the work is long enough to reach the slope up to the
neck. Decrease 1 stitch at the beginning of the next 2
rows (6 stitches). Work until you reach the top curve
of the head and decrease 1 stitch at each end of the
next row (4 stitches). Knit 1 row. Knit 2 together twice

(2 stitches). Cast off.

Using a pencil, draw through the cat
apertures onto the back panel to mark
their position. Open the card and stick
double sided tape around your drawn
cats, leave the front panel without any

tape near the aperture to allow excess
fur to be tucked back in from the

front. The knitting is not pulled tight
in the aperture as I liked it bulging

through, it makes a very luxuri-
ously thick and slightly rounded
cat on the front.

Start with either cat, stick at 
the top only, fold the card over to

check it sits nicely and the top is
above the aperture. Then stick the
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pin if desired, they make adorable little pets. These
are squares, knitted from one corner then stitched
onto a white card base which serves as a little 
white nose.

Start with 3 stitches. Knit 1 row. Increase one 
stitch at the start of every row until you have 9
stitches. Then decrease 1 stitch at the start of every
row until you have 3 stitches left. Cast off.

The bugs are arranged to make a heart shape, the
tails are held in place by black cotton at the point so
they can be easily removed. 

Whichever design you make, you will not be able 
to resist stroking them.

sides and bottom down, but not the tail. Do exactly
the same to the other cat.

Cut a little curve of black card to make the collar
and stick in position behind each aperture. Use the
paper punch to punch out a full moon in the top left
corner and back the hole with silver sublime paper. 

Place double-sided tape around the outside of 
the knitting (to stick the panels together, not to hold
the knitting in place) and around all four edges of the
panel. Remove the backing from the tape around 
the knitting and the edge by the fold. For the rest, 
remove a little backing until the paper can be folded
over the edge of the card to reach from the outside. 

Part fold the card over without sticking, feed the
tails through to the front and gently press around 
the cats to stick closed. Pull the backing from the
tape one edge at a time pressing firmly to secure.

Cut a 15mm wide strip of black card and cut into
rough shaped stones to build the wall. Mount using
black foam pads (ADH26) then arrange the tails over
the stones, and glue in a couple of places to hold
them. Add the peel-off wording and scatter tiny stars
across the sky. Add a silver gem to each cat’s collar.

Originally I was going to knit the cats in shape and
stick them to the front of the card, this really didn’t
work as the wool just looked too wild, and I couldn’t
find a way to make the ears nice. My Addams Family
“Itt” card (below) uses a couple of my cats from 
these attempts. As you can see, much more of a
sheepdog than a cat!

If knitting is not really for you, use the cat diagram
to cut out two black card cats (above right). Prick a
hole and thread a length of the wool through for the
tail on each cat, sticking the end on the back. Stiffen
a strand of black cotton by coating it with P.V.A. glue,
and leave to dry. Place a little double-sided tape on
the back of the head and stick cut strands of stiff-
ened cotton to it, to make the whiskers. 

The moon is punched from white glitter board
(GB04A4) and the table made from corner stickers
(XL768U-03) and wide straight borders (XL500U-03). 

The birds are made
using a heart punch. 
First punch a heart from
black card, then using 
the hole, not the punched
shape, turn the punch 
upside down, insert the
hole into the punch so 
the top of the heart shows
in the hole,   just a sliver,
and punch again to make 
each bird shape.

The “Love-bugs” card
(far right) has removable
knitted bugs, which could
be attached to a badge 



Family Frames
By Caroline Johnson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Card: CRC252P Old Veneer.

Mulberry Carat Paper: C01A5 Ivory/Gold.

Glitter Board: GB03A5 Black.

10mm Prego Ribbon: MTR45-51 Gold.

Braid: BRD02 Fine Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL718U-03 & 04 Loving Words,
ZL800U-44 Hearts and ZL797U-41 Corners.

Pegs: WDN20 Natural Wooden.

Hearts: PFS42 Red Padded Hearts.

Card Blank: AP47U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Inside View - Actual Size

Cut a piece of carat paper to
100mm x 110mm and stick behind
the aperture on the centre panel.

Thread a large needle with gold
braid and make a line across the 
card pushing the needle through at
each fold approximately 55mm from
the bottom edge. Keeping the braid
taut, fasten both ends with tape on 
the back of the panel.

Cut a slit each side wide enough
for the ribbon and 15mm from the
bottom edge. Slip the ends of the rib-
bon into the slits, pull taut across
the front and fasten on the back as
before. Fold the panel behind and
stick firmly in place.

I typed the main message on the
computer using a font called Ched-
dar Jack (free from dafont.com), and
made it 49pt for a good fit. Print the
wording out backwards and stick 
it onto the back of the black glitter
board then carefully cut it out, and 

This article is all about frames, although the more
fancy frame is on the inside of the main card, not the
outside. The frames themselves are just made up 
and hand drawn, or downloaded from the internet.

Fold the card as usual, then lightly draw through
the aperture to mark its shape onto the panel behind.
Carefully cut the marked aperture from the panel. 
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Actual Size

inside of the card. Add another same size photo be-
hind the one already in place or some sticker words
and hearts as I have if you prefer. Note: The red word
‘Mothers’ is made up by cutting individual letters out
of different words on the sticker sheet, as there isn’t 
a Mother’s Day sheet in this style.

Above: For this card (SF01C-116 pearl black), I just
wanted a pretty selection of frames to fit happily on
the card in a variety of colours and patterns. The pic-
ture is shown actual size so you can trace the frames
from the page if you want to make this design. Use
sticky fixers to mount them onto the card and fill
them with assorted details and accessories.

the glitter side will 
be the right way 
around. You may 
prefer to use sticker 
wording as it was 
very fiddly cutting 
around the letters, 
XL306U-03 is the 
same font as used 
on the black card. 

Add the words 
onto three of the 
padded hearts as 
shown and peg 
them onto the line, 
sticking the pegs 
to the card front to 
keep them in place. 
Add a gold heart corner sticker to each of the top
corners of the front panel then add a red heart over
each gold one as shown.

Choose a photo and print it about 62mm x 70mm,
it looks best if you include a narrow white border, or
stick it onto white card and trim around. Stick the
photo into the centre of the aperture. 

Cut a 91 x 98mm oblong from veneer card, then
cut the inside away to leave a 4mm frame which will
fit around the aperture and sticky fix in place. 

Now make a fancy frame from the diagram using
veneer card and sticky fix it over the aperture on the



Tissue Paper Flowers
By Nikki Harvey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: CPA051 Pastel Stripes.

Creative Card: PKSM07 Painted Pastels.

Tissue Paper: TIS148 Cerise.

Ribbon: MTR38-10 Rose & MTR38-40 Light Blue.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL648U-02 Birthday.

Green Gems: GEM53 2mm, GEM63 3mm and
GEM73 4mm.

Round Brads: BRD164 6mm Mixed Pastels.

Paper Punch: PPW104 23mm Flower.

Card Mount: SF11V-70 White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin with the background, roughly tear the top
edge of the striped paper strip. You want the piece

you are using to have a good white edge showing
along the tear line, so keep the paper face up and
hold down the piece you want to keep while you tear
the edge away by pulling it upwards. It will tend to
tear in a fairly straight line, so move your hand from
side to side a little as you tear to get an uneven edge.
For this card, the piece you are keeping should be
about 50mm deep at the highest points. 

Cut a 119mm square panel of turquoise painted
card and stick the green stripe paper along the bot-
tom, trimming the sides to match.

Take a length of blue ribbon across the front of 
the panel, about 23mm from the bottom, and secure
the ends on the back. Cut a 60mm length of pink 
ribbon, cut the ends to shape as shown then stick it
onto the left side of the blue ribbon.

Cut two 85mm lengths of blue ribbon and make
them into two separate loops overlapping the ends
by 10mm or so to stick. Flatten the loops and stick
them one on top of the other to form a bow shape.
Wrap a short piece of pink over the middle then stick
the bow onto the pink ribbon on the panel.

Each flower is made up from a stack of punched
tissue paper flowers which gives them a good depth
of colour, the exact number of layers is not important,
just have as many as you think looks good.

Start with a full sheet of tissue paper, fold it in half,
then in half again before punching as tissue paper is
a bit too thin to punch with only one or two layers.
With a small punch like this one, you can fold the

Tissue paper is brilliant for making into delicate
flowers, it comes in a great selection of beautiful rich
colours and is not too bulky when multi-layered.
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VARIATIONS:

Pink & Lilac: This card (SF08V-70) is similar in style to the
main card, using pinks and lilacs this time. The large flower is
punched (PPW022) from pink tissue (TIS110), larger punches
don’t like so many layers at once, so punch two batches if
you want lots of layers. 

The centre is punched
from lilac tissue (TIS325).
Offset all the petals a 
little as you assemble 
the flower so the edges
are less defined. Use the
4mm gems to make the
stalk and hand cut the
leaves from green tissue
paper (TIS250). Tie the
bow from leftover pink 
ribbon and 3mm lilac rib-
bon (MTR39-30).

Blue Hyacinth: The card
(SL03V-70) is used with the
fold at the top. This time I
punched lots of flowers in
shades of blue and used
them all singly so the oth-
ers show through where
they overlap to create the
flower spike. Blue gems
are used in place of brads,

paper a couple more times before punching, and it won’t be
too thick. To make it easier to reach all areas with the punch,
make these last folds concertina style so you end up with
more of a folded strip to punch along. 

You can if you like, start with half a sheet each of two
slightly different pinks and fold them together, so you get
some shading at the edges of the stack within each flower.

Carefully slip the folded paper into the punch, turn it over
and check the bottom layers have gone in without getting
scrunched. Also make sure it is fully inserted so the folds 
are outside the punching area. Punch three separate layered
flowers from this folded paper strip. If you find it’s too thick 
to punch, unfold to make it thinner, then place two punched
stacks together for each flower.

Use the tip of your craft knife or a pokey tool to make a
hole through the middle of each flower stack, remove one
layer from each flower (or punch some spares) then push a
brad through each stack. Arrange the spare individual flowers
on the background card, and when you are happy with their
positions make a mark through the centre of each onto the
card below. Remove the spare flowers and cut slits through
the panel. Fix the layered flowers in place and open out the
brads on the back. Stick this background panel centrally onto
the front of the card.

Use the smallest gems to make the stems and a mix of
gem sizes as shown for the leaves. Gently lift the petals of the
flowers with the point of your knife to give them a bit of extra
shaping. Add the greeting to the top and bottom corners.

which look too heavy
on these single layer
flowers. The leaves are
cut from two different
green tissues.

Red Poppies: 
Tissue paper is espe-
cially good for poppies
as their petals are very
thin and crinkly. I’ve
used a scalloped circle
punch (PPW133) on
folded tissue, then
separated out the
petals and used five
for each poppy. The
centres are punched
from black tissue
(PPW530 on TIS400)
with a black brad
(BRD117) in the centre
of each. 
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Right: Sue Dyke, East Sussex.
A simple cream and white design
with hints of gold. The wide
paper-punched border has a 
floral lace edge effect with a strip
of cream lace over the top. The
heart has a holographic edge and
a very pretty lace top with glitter
sparkling through it. The white
paper flowers, with lots of layers
and gold brad centres, slightly
overlap the heart.

Below: Rosalind Waite, Yorkshire.
The large oval offcut makes a
useful background for the paper
cranes, which are folded from
cream and brown nature paper. 

Above: Maureen Wadeson, 
Kincardineshire.
I’ve always enjoyed making cards
with this découpage design. The
wording is printed onto the card
in a colour to match the paper that 
I used behind the design.

Right: 
Valerie Stobbart,
Suffolk.

I covered the
card with blue
translucent
paper, which
has a lovely

gold sheen and
works really well
with the motorbike
topper. I printed the
wording banner.

Above: Vi Lawrence,
Cheshire.
The basket has been stitched
onto an oval offcut with paper
flowers and leaves added around
it. The card was paper pricked
from the back to make a frame 
for the oval.

Left: Marylin Trickey,
Surrey.
The front panels of the double
fold card have been die-cut and
embossed then folded to make
the shaped inner frames. White
heart brads hold the inside flaps
cut from the frames against the
shaped outer panels. 

Left: Pauline Hinks,
Hertfordshire.
This floral découpage design 
has been made from fabric that
has pretty gold printed high-
lights.The fabric was backed with
a sheet of photomount to prevent
the design from fraying before
cutting and layering.
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Below: Pauline Demeza,
Essex.
I used my die cutting 
machine to make the cir-
cles then placed a doily
over blue card and cut
around it. The main card
was made from antique
blue card and I used a
corner rounder on the
corners.

Above: Ann Martin,
Hertfordshire.
Central to this card is a concertina folded piece
of spotty pink paper that matches the back-
ground panel. The teddy bears are punched
from pink glitter and white paper.

Below: Mary Pook,
Somerset.
This card was made using poppy panel toppers
to create a découpage design. It is mounted on
red weave creative card to match the flowers
and finished with gold sticker lines.

Above: Kate Earle, East Yorkshire.
This card uses creative papers to make
a meadow scene. Onto the background
I have added a die-cut fence with inked
edges and textured paper plants on
top.The card is finished with a colourful
caterpillar.

Below: Lorraine Scate, Yorkshire.
The ballerina is dancing on a stage
which has been stamped, embossed
and coloured. The peel-offs have been
coloured with pens to match.

Above: Gwen Doyle, 
Suffolk.
Using the ‘Just For You’ flower panel in
the centre of this design, with its gold
borders, works well with the floral
shapes of the gold peel off stickers.
The acetate panel allows the foil striped
paper to show through from the inside.

Right: Sheena Weeks,
Hertfordshire.
The little house is made from a variety of papers
with pretty hearts forming the smoke of the
chimney and a glitter board sun. The stepper
card is the perfect shape for adding the hearts
with messages on either side.
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Left: Shiela Evans, 
Inverness-shire.
This is one of my own
photos mounted into 
a large aperture card
with orange ribbon
and Autumn leaves.

Right: Liz Chester,
Leicestershire.
The butterflies are
stuck onto the same
paper as the punched
borders, and are
mounted using sticky
fixers for added depth,
over a row of purple
glitter sticker flowers.

Above: Christine Moses, 
Essex.
The basket is made by weaving
quilling paper strips in two colours.
The leaves are made from delicate
green scrolls with fringed flowers
scattered over them.

Above Right: Peggy Pickering,
Middlesex.
The teddy bears are 
a printout of my own
painting and the wording
was printed from the
computer too.

Left: Margaret Culpin,
Suffolk.
The shirt peel-off sticker
is mounted onto a dark
blue stardream panel.
The tie is layered on 
top and decorated with
gems and a sticker.

Right: 
Margaret Robertson, 
Inverclyde.
A golden wedding card,
full of interesting little
details using stickers
and glitter highlights.

Below: 
Christine Seed, 
West Yorkshire.
The pretty stitched border in
silver and blue works nicely
with the sky photo topper.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Cutting mat: Perfect for most cardmaking projects.

CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01: Good for découpage.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.

EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As below, but with two speeds.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For rubber stamping heat embossing.

GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH30 Glue dots, craft enthusiast pack.
ADH60 Glue dots, mini dot n go dispenser.
ADH61 Glue dots, craft dot n go dispenser.
ADH62 Glue dots, permanent dot n go dispenser.
ADH63 Glue dots, removable dot n go dispenser.
ADH65 Glue dots, pop up dots.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots, black.
ADH70 Hook & loop dots, white 60 pairs.

GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH45 Collall silicone adhesive - odourless - 80ml tube.
ADH46 Collall photoglue - 250ml tin.
ADH47 Collall photoglue - 50ml tube.
ADH49 Collall glue stick xtra power - 40g tube.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml: Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.

PENS
WRI62 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 1.8mm, white.
WRI65 Fine line black pigment ink pen -  0.5mm.
WRI66 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 2 gold/silver, apprx. 2mm.
WRI67 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 5 gold, silver, pink, blue
and green - approx. 2mm wide line.

PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor Pens: Lovely pens - great results.

PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.

RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.

SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars. Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI13 Fiskars. Straight cutting scissors, 30mm curved blades.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip and 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
PPW301 Corner rounder: Lever style, corner rounding punch.

STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.

TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH42 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 3mm wide x 5m.
ADH43 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 6mm wide x 5m.
ADH44 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 12mm wide x 5m.
ADH33 Masking tape 25mm wide x 50mtrs
ADH55 Masking tape 12mm wide x 50mtrs
PTM01 Photomount double-sided sheets: 300 x 1300mm.
PTM11 Photomount double-sided sheets: 450 x 1300mm.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.

TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gsm: Often used for parchment craft.

TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.

TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.

QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

There are certain tools and supplies we all come back to again and again - essential cardmaking supplies.
To help you find these useful items quickly and easily we’ve gathered them together in one place.
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